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Sun Worship in Assam and Bengal: 
A Peep into Comparative Study 

Bijoy Kumar Sarkar• 

Assam and Bengal are geographically contiguous with more or less ethnic 
similarity. The socio-cultural structure of both the regions tended to be similar with 
distinctive features of their own. Since the early times Assam and Bengal along with 
Orissa and Bihar constituted a wide cultural zone.1 It is from the western side of early 
Assam that easy land and navigable routes were possible, which helped in the migration 
and the expansion of culture from the Indian mainland. The Brahm ins of the by-gone age 
played a great role in associating and inducting the non-Aryan people into their fold, 
thereby creating a new culture. With the expansion of the Aryan domination to eastern 
India, Indo-A1yan ideas penetrated early Assam. Like other major religious cults, sun
worship was also prevalent in both Assam and Bengal in early days. Both similarities and 
differences marked the solar cult in these two geographical areas. 

Before embarking upon a comparative study, we' ll give a short but general 
description of the solar cult in both the regions in ancient time. The cult of the sun god 
prevailed in Assam from the early days. The earliest reference to Pragjyoli$a as a centre 
of sun-worship is said to be found in the Sankhiiyana-Grihyasamgraha (tato ni$kramya 
Pragjyofi$iim pw;yadesam upagamya anudita aditye).2 However, according to Barpujari, 
this passage has nothing to do with the prevalence of sun-worship in Priigjyoti$a or 
ancient Assam.3 That Kamarupa was once renowned as an ideal place for worshiping the 
Sun could be seen in the Marka7Jdeya Purii1Ja's story of propitiation of the sun in 
Kamarupa by the Brahma.Qas of the kingdom of Rajyavardhana for his restoration to 
youth.4 Thus, it appears that Surya was also worshipped for removal of disease. The 
prevalence of the cult is also proved by a number of existing manuscripts like the one, 
'Kiimarupa nibandhanrya kha7Jdasiidhya' (6th-ih century A.O.), which also speaks of the 
introduction of the solar cult along with the planetary worship in the land by the Alpine
Magian group of people.5 The Skanda Purri1Ja also refers to the worship of sun-images in 
early Assam.6 The Kiilika Purii1Ja mentions a place, sacred to Surya, called Ravilcyetra on 
Tattvasaila/ (SrT Suryapahar) in the Goalpara and two kundas (ponds) - Kapota and 
Karana associated with sun-worship. It also states that SrT Suryapahar was the perpetual 
abode of the sun: (yatra deva iidityah satatam sthitah).7 The Kiilikii Purii1Ja (78/42, 
79/142) further refers to the Chitrasaila or the Navagraha hill near Guwahati, where the 
nine planets (Navagrahas) were worshipped in aniconic form. 

There are also a few epigraphic references to the deity, but without any definite 
invocation. Wide-spread Surya-cult in Assam is attested to by many icons of the deity. 
Though Sun-worship has a remote antiquity in this province, surprisingly the earliest of 
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the sun images from Assam (carved on the door-lintel of a ruined, Yisnu temple at Dah 
Parbatia near Tezpur) belong to the 5th-6th century A.D.8 

Anyway, all these images belong to a period from AD. 6th to A.D. 12'h century, 
most of them being dated at l Qth

- I 2'h centuries A.D. Besides the independent 
representation, Surya also appears as an accessory figure in the image of Brahmanical 
deities. He also fi nds representation as a god of Panchopasana. Some sun-images from 
Assam are also very significant from iconographic point of view. Besides the free 
representation, the god has also been sculpted in niches, on lintels of temples and rocks
cut. The Sun god has been depicted both in standing and seated position. Sun-images 
from Assam mostly are made of stone, though of bronze in some cases. Influences of 
Bengal, Bihar and West Indian sculptures can be traced in the Su1ya images of Assam. 
Sculptures of Assam tended to be closer to the art of the Guptas and those of the schools 
of Bihar and Orissa rather than to the contemporary Pala school of Bengal. Though they 
were fundamentally based on the Indian traditional system, generally following the lines 
laid down in the Silpasastras, Assamese art very frequently exhibits marked peculiarities, 
which were mainly due to the non-Aryan influence in Assam that was more effective here 
than other pai1s of India. The Brihat Samhita and the Markandeya Purana indicate the 
existence of sun-temple i11 early Assam. Based on archaeological remains, it can 
reasonably be presumed that there must have been shrines of the god Surya in places like 
Tezpur and Shri Suryapahar. 

In early Bengal, the most important of the minor religious cults was that of the 
Sun. It is int.eresting to note that numerically Sun-images occupy here a position second 
to that of the most popular god Yisnu. The earliest definite reference to the worship of the 
god in this land occurs in the Ar.yeya Upuni~·ud datable to the fourth century B.C. In this 
Upani~ad,

9 
the non-Aryan people like the Pu11dras of No11h Bengal and the Sumhas of 

Riidha (Midnapore, Hooghly and Burdwan) are described as the Sun worshipping tribes, 
who looked upon the Sun as the highest reality. 10 

Sun worship was no less popular in pre-Gupta period. From inscription as well as 
the extant Terracotta figures, plaques, seals and sealing, a comprehensive picture of the 
adoration of the Sun god may be drawn. It seems that the Magians from Iran were not 
responsible for the introduction of sun-images in Bengal because there definitely existed 
an indigenous art tradition. The early indigenous tradition of representing the Sun god in 
his anthropomorphic form may be traced in some terracotta plaques of the Sunga
Kushana period found in different parts of Bengal. In fact, those terracotta plaques may 
be considered as the earliest remains indicating the beginning of the anthropomorphic 
Sun worship in Bengal. 

A standing, terracotta, winged figure of Surya11 from Tamluk belonging to c. 2nd 

century B.C. with long stalks of fu ll-blossomed lotus in his hands depicts the Vedic Surya 
at its embryonic stage of iconic development and shows strong Brahmanical influence in 
Sun worship. The Chandraketugarh te1Tacotta Surya (I st cent. A.D.), 12 which figures as an 
independent deity along with attendants on a fo ur-horsed chariot, seems to have been an 
object of worship with bhakti. The advent of the Iranian Surya can be visualized in the 
no11herners' dress of the 1s1 century A.D. Sun-icon from Hadipur (24 Parganas). 13 This 
Magian trad ition continued to be the major guiding force in the later representations. 
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Parvatia (near Tezpur) of 5th-6th century A.0.30 He is seated cross-legged (in utkaJikiisana 
attitude) with two lotus flowers in two hands and flanked by Pingala and Oa1,1da in seated 
posture.31 In view of the earliest reference to Pragjyotisha as a centre of sun-worship 
occurring in the Grihyasutras, it may, therefore, be suggested that the Vedic tradition of 
aniconic as we ll as symbolic worship had been the principal way of venerating the Sun 
god at least till the late Gupta period. Further, Surya does not appear here as an 
independent de ity along with his attendants and thus seems not to have been an object of 
worship in image-form. Here he is merely depicted as an accessory decorative figure in 
the re ligious architecture of another Brahmru;iical sect. 

The early _representation of the Sun god in Bengal in anthropomorphic form is to 
be traced in some terracotta plaques of the Sunga- Ku~ii.Qa period. The first to mention is 
a 2nd cent. B.C. terracotta figure of standing, winged Surya from Tamluk32 with long 
stalks of full-blossomed lotus in his hands. The next worth-mentioning is a terracotta 
image of the Sun-god (first century B.C./A.O.) from Chandraketugarh (24-Parganas), 
seated on the chariot drawn by four horses and accompanied by the charioteer Aruna as 
well as Usa and Pratyusa. 

Role of the Magians in image-introduction: As noted above, the Iranian Magians 
did not introduce the anthropomorphic representation of the Sun god in Bengal because 
we find an earlier, indigenous art tradition of representing the god in some terracotta 
plaques of the Sunga-Kusana period discovered in different parts of Bengal.33 In fact, 
those terracotta plaques may be considered as the earliest remains indicating the 
beginning of the anthropomorphic Sun worship in Bengal. However, the solar cult along 
with the planetary worship was introduced in the Assam by the Alpine-Magian group of 
people, which is confirmed by the astronomical work, Kiimarupa-nibandhaniya 
Khandasiidhya (6th

-ih centuries).34 

Non-Indian iconographic feature: Non-Indian features of solar iconography like 
Northerner's dress (udichyavesa), boots, etc. slowly but steadily penetrated into the 
mainland from the north-western India. The terracotta Surya datable to c . I st century A.O. 
from Hadipur (North 24 Pargana) is found to be clad in a close fitting jacket gathered at 
the anklets and soft-padded boots - a northerner's dress (udicyavesa). This is the earliest 
occurrence of tunic and boots in solar iconography in ancient Vanga and thus, indicative 
of the coming of the Iranian Surya (Mitra) in this land. However, a slate stone image of 
early 4th-5th century A.O. from Harinarayanpur (South 24 Parganas)35 shows the Sun god 
in udichyavesa with the upper part of the body of the deity being denuded, which reflects 
an absolute Indianised version of the image. In ancient Assam, Kilt-like garment hanging 
down to the knees of the god as well as a pair of boo occurs for the first time in a small 
8th century A.O. bronze icon of the Sun-god from Narakasur ruins at Kahilipara near 
Guwahati. 

Con,panions: (i) Aruna: Aruna, the celestial charioteer of the Sun god, appears 
for the first time in solar iconography in Bengal, though only in its upper bust, in a I st 

century B.C./A.O. terracotta figure of the Sun-god from Chandraketugarh, 24-Parganas. 
He wears a small cap-like headdress. It points to the development of Sun's personality 
because of sectarian devotion. In Assam, we fi nd earliest representation of Aruna in sun
image in a sculpture36 of the god Surya stylistica lly datable to 7/gth century A.0.37 and 
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found at Sadiya wherein the god is seated on a lotus on the chariot, with two lotuses in 
the hands and with Aruna in front holding the reins of the seven galloping horses. 

(ii) Usa-Pratyusa: Usa and Pratyusa - two consorts of the Sun-god- make their 
first appearance in Bengal solar iconography in a beautiful, seated, 1st cent. B.C./A.D., 
terracotta sculpture of Surya from Chandraketugarh,38 24-Parganas. Here the deity is 
flanked by the goddesses, who passionately cling to him by the neck. However, Usa and 
Pratyusa, who are generally represented in archer pose in the latter-day sun icons - is first 
noticed as simply carrying bows and arrows and not in archer pose, in the sun-image of 
the 4th cent. A.D. from Kumarpur (Rajshahi, Bangladesh).39 Coming to Assam, as far as 
the existing knowledge is concerned, we come across earliest representation of the same 
goddesses in the sun-images from Dabaka (Nowgown) and Gahpur,40 both belonging to 
11112

th 
century, in which the Sun-god is also accompanied by Aruna, Pingala and Dandi 

as well as Samjna and Chhaya. In other words, Usa and Pratyusa came to be a part of the 
solar iconography in Assam when there was full development of the god's iconographic 
traits as well as the journey of standardization. 

(iii) Pingala-Dandi: As regards Pingala and Dandi (principal attendants of the 
Sun god), in Bengal we find their earliest representation in a coarse-grained sandstone 
Surya image of the 5th cent. A.D. from Niyamatpur (Rajshahi, Bangladesh).41 

Interestingly, almost at the same time appear the pot-bellied Pingala and youthful Dandi 
in solar iconography in Assam too. The earliest image of Surya in Assam found at Dah 
Parvatia (near Tezpur) of 5th-6th century A.D. shows the seated god flanked by Pingala 
seated on his left holding a pen and inkpot as well as Da1,1da seated on his right holding a 
staff.42 

Separate images of Pingala and Dandi: It is interesting to note that separate 
images of Pingala and Dandi have also been found in Bengal. One bronze image43 of 
Pingala and another44 of Dandi, both belonging to the I 2'h Century A.D. are now housed 
in the Varendra Research Museum, Rajshahi. The images give an indication of 
independent worship of the two principal attendants of the Surya to some extent. 
However, no such image of Pingala or Dandi has ever been noticed in Assam. 

(iv) Samjna-Chhaya: Two other consorts of the Sun god - Samjna (Sarenu or 
Rajni) and Chhaya (Niksubha) - come to our notice first in a photograph45 of a sun-image 
from Assam, stylistically belonging to the 9u, cen. A.D. Here both the goddesses with 
chowri in their hands attend upon the god on either side. In Bengal too, the same 
goddesses enter the iconographic scene in the 9th century A.D.,46 though in a very few 
images. They are represented as carrying lil.ies and flywhisks or showing abhaya-mudra 
with their right hands and placing the left on the hip. 

(v) Mahasveta: According to the BhaviJya Pura~w, 47 the goddess in front of the 
Sun god is Mahasveta (Prithivi). She makes a frequent appearance in front of Surya in the 
Bengal sun-images of the ninth cent. A.D., exhibiting abhaya with her right hand and 
holding aksamala (rosary) and kamandalu (water-pot) in the left or hold ing aksamala in 
the right hand and kamandalu in the left one.48 In Assam we find her earliest 
representation in the l l-12th century sun-icons from Dabaka (Nowgong) and Moronoi.49 
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No attendant: It is not always that the sun-images are invariably depicted as 
attended by some or other companion. For example, a terracotta figure of Surya50 from 
Bogra district (Bangladesh), which is a remarkable piece of Gupta sculptural art, shows 
the god Surya in tunic, boots and a sword dangling on the left but without any consort or 
attendant. Similarly, coming to Assam no attendant and even chariot is found in an 8th 

century bronze icon of the booted deity from Kahilipara (Narakasur hill) near Guwahati. 

Number of Horse: The Sun-god is usually represented as seated or standing on 
horse-drawn chariots with the charioteer Aruna seated or half-embedded into the ratha. 
Two Surya ima§es from Bengal shows only one horse,51 another with four horses,52 the 
third with eighr and the rest with seven. Representation of seven horses in the Kumarpur 
relief marks a departure in the subcontinent from the custom of Kusana artists to provide 
the Surya-ratha with two or four horses. However, no horse is seen in a number of Sun 
images at all. In Assam, no horse is found in the Dah Parvatia (Tezpur) seated Surya 
image of 5th-6th century A.D. as well as in an 8th century A.D. bronze image of Surya 
from Narakasur ruins at Kahilipara near Guwahati. In case of presence of horses in 
Assam Surya images, the number is always seven, which first occurs in a 718th century 
A.D seated image of the Sun-god from Sadiya.54 

Surya images with bare-feet: We have already noticed that the Northerner's dress 
(udichyavesa), boots, etc. penetrated into Bengal solar iconography (terracotta Surya 
from Hadipur, North 24 Parganas) since the c. I st century A.D. and in Assam since the 8°1 

century A.D. (Bronze icon of the Sun-god from Narakasur ruins). However, a specimen 
discovered from Gazo le (MaJda district, W.B.)55 and dated in the I I th Century A. D., 
shows the god Surya and his attendants without any boots, which is a characteristic 
feature of south Indian Surya images. Sun-image of early medieval period without boots 
is also found in Assam too. A stone image of the Sun-god in the precincts of the 
Kamakhya temple standing on a lotus within a pilastered niche has bare feet. This figure 
may belong to about the eleventh century A.D. The absence of boots in sun-images of 
both Bengal and Assam belonging to the same century is quite thought-provoking. 

Surya as an accessory figure: Surya appears as an accessory figure in the images 
of Brahmanical deities in Bengal as well as in Assam. However, neither in pre-Gupta nor 
in Gupta period was Surya ever seen as an accessory figure in Bengal. During the last two 
or three centuries of the so-called Hindu rule, Surya was not only represented as 
combining with other gods but also shown as an accompanying figure of the major cult
gods. But in case of Assam, the earliest Surya figure of 5th-6th century A.D. from Dah 
Parvatia makes his appearance simply as an accessory, decorative figure. 

Surya in Panchopasana: 1t has been enjoined by the Smritikaras that in the daily 
worship, one has tb pay one's obeisance to the five deities namely, Ganesa, Narayana, 
Surya, Siva and Sakti. A Brahmin, officiating as a priest for the worship of any god or 
goddess, is found to perform initially Panchopasana or the worship of five-deities.56 

During the last centuries of the Hindu rule in ancient Bengal, Surya received worship as a 
constituent cu lt-deity of Pancopasana from a large number of followers of this religious 
system. Most of the Sena kings were also followers of Panchopasana, as is evidenced by 
s imultaneous show of reverence to Narayana, Mahesa and Surya in a few of their 
inscriptions as well as reference in the Pavanaduta (verse 28) to installation of both the 
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Laksminarayana and Mahadeva images in temples in Suhmadesa.57 In Assam also, sun
worship came to be a constituent of panchopasana. At Nigriting about 16 miles from 
Jorhat, the sun-god has been dedicated a subsidiary shri ne in the campus of a big temple 
dedicated to God Siva.

58 
Other subsidiary shrines of the temple, which is of the 

Panchayatana-type, are dedicated to Visnu, Devi (Sakti) and Ganesa. 

Surya's predominance in Trinity: There existed many a religious sect, major or 
minor, in Bengal as well as in Assam and rivalry among them was not quite unnatural. 
The enmity revealed itself mainly by way of representing other dominant god or gods as 
attendant or accessory figures of the other ambitious cult-god or replacing some opponent 
deity from the Trinity. The Sun-cult, especial ly spearheaded by the Maga Brahmanas of 
foreign origin, could not have been an exception. In Trimurtis, Surya as the principal god 
is not unknown as it is found in Gujarat and Rajasthan. Surya replaces Brahma in the 
trinity in an inscribed scu lpture of Bengal. The god replaces Visnu in the door lintel of 
the tenth century A.O. Siva-temple at Tczpur in Assam with Brahma and Siva on either 
side.59 

Paramasaura: The royal patronage to the cult of the Sun-god in ancient India is 
not totally unknown. Maharaja Dharapatta of the Maitraka dynasty as well as 
Prabhakarvardhana, Adityavardhana and Rajyavardhana of the Vardhana dynasaty of 
Thaneswara were most devout worshippers of the Sun (Paramaditya-bhaktah).60 

Visvarupasena (son of King Laksmanasena) and his son Suryasena, the Sena kings of 
Bengal, pronouncedly call themselves paramasaura (staunch devotees of Surya). 
However, no reference is found to such type of royal devotee in the history of Assam. 

Surya-worship and Buddhists: As we know from Taranatha61
, the solar cult 

enjoyed a special favour in Assam even before the Christian era. But about the 3rd century 
B.C. a Buddhist monk Arya Dhitika, w ith his supernatural power, converted to Buddhism 
a wealthy, Sun-worshipping Briihma,;,a of Kamarupa named Siddha by appearing before 
the latter as the Sun and delivering sermons to him. The Brahmana then spent his energy 
and wealth for constructing mahiichaityas and lavishly entertained the Sanghas all 
around. This speaks of rivalry between the two religious faiths of India and the aggressive 
predominance of Buddhism over the solar cult. Coming to Bengal, we notice a different 
picture. All the Pala kings, though Buddhists, were prominent patrons of Brahmanas, 
Brahmanical images and temples and therefore, made grants of lands for them to enhance 
their own virtue and renown. Prabhavati, the queen of the Buddhist Devakhadga, set up 
an image of the goddess Sarvani (Durga) with which was fo und a seated bronze image of 
Surya.

62
· Chaitya windows are found in solar iconography of Bengal, which is natural in 

view of the Pala kings being ardent patrons of Buddhism. A seated miniature of the two
armed Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha appears on the crest of the image of a ten-armed Surya
Lokesvara from Bengal.63 

Surya as remover of disease: Sun-god was regarded not only as the bestower of 
welfare and fulfiller of desire. From the Markandeya Purana, which tells the story of 
propitiation of the Sun in Kamarupa by the Brahma1}as of Rajyavardhan 's kingdom to get 
him restored to youth, it appears that Surya was worshipped for remova l of disease too. In 
the Bairhatta image inscription from Bengal too, Surya is described as the remover of all 
diseases ("samasta-roganam hartta ").64 
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